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Abstract: Articulation-to-Speech (ATS) is a topic of increasing interest and relevance in the speech research community. An ATS system consists of an articulatory data acquisition frontend, a parametric speech synthesis backend, and a mapping from the articulatory space to the parameter space of the synthesizer in between (see Figure 1). Many studies (e.g., [1, 2, 3]) used vocoders as the synthesizer and thus tried to find mappings from the articulatory data to the vocoder parameters (usually Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients, MFCCs). Two issues are inherent to that approach: The vocoder input space is rather high dimensional (e.g., 36 or even more dimensions) making the training of the mapping rather complex. The second issue is the different domain of the input and output of the mapping: the input features live in an articulatory domain and the output parameters live in an acoustic domain. Lastly, and most importantly, vocoder synthesis quality is generally mediocre and even under ideal circumstances reduces the attainable speech quality significantly: In [2], the authors report that the naturalness rating of natural speech, when vocoded with ideal parameters (not obtained from any articulatory data but from the original speech signal itself) dropped from 94.82 % (original) to 56.22 % (vocoded). Similarly, the authors report a naturalness rating of just slightly above 80 % in [3] for audio signals resynthesized with an ideally parametrized vocoder. These examples show that even small errors in the mapping may lead to ultimately unnatural sounding speech. In this paper, we therefore propose to use an articulatory synthesizer as the synthesis backend. For an articulatory synthesizer to work in this framework, it needs to be parametric, ideally with a low number of parameters to minimize the mapping complexity, precise enough to allow natural sounding, intelligible speech, and fast enough to enable real-time processing in a closed loop of measuring the articulation and synthesizing the corresponding speech output. While several articulatory synthesis systems exist (i.e., [4, 5]), none of these fulfill all of the above criteria. We therefore replaced the 3d vocal tract model in the articulatory synthesizer VocalTractLab (VTL) [5] with a recently proposed sparse 1d parametric vocal tract model [6]. Since most of the vanilla VTL synthesis time (real-time factor 2 on a moderately powerful desktop PC) is spent on the geometric dimensional reduction from 3d to 1d, modeling the 1d area function directly provides the necessary performance boost to run the synthesis close to real-time including the data acquisition. To gather the articulatory data, we used a measurement technique called Electro-Optical Stomatography (EOS), which is a combination of Electropalatography (EPG) and Optical Palatography (OPG) extended by an optical lip sensor (see Figure 2) [7]. We recorded EOS data from four subjects during the articulation of all voiced German speech sounds in various contexts (253 items) and trained four different families of regression models (Least-Squares, Support Vector Machines (SVM), Random Forests, and Gaussian Processes) to map the EOS data to the corresponding 1d vocal tract shapes. Table 1 shows the 5-fold cross-validated loss of all mappings. The overall precision of the parameter predictions was comparatively high for all vowel sounds resulting in clearly intelligible and natural sounding vowel sounds. The synthesis of consonantal sounds was also very natural sounding but much less intelligible (examples of both online at http://www.vocaltractlab.de/index.php?page=birkholz-supplements). Responsible were most likely coarticulation effects, which was supported by a t-SNE projection of the input data showing almost identity between,
e.g., the sensor data of a /v/ in an /a/ context and of an /a/ itself. More data and, more importantly, a sequence-to-sequence mapping (using, e.g., a Long Short-Term Memory network) could potentially improve the results. The full paper outlines ways to obtain the necessary vocal tract parameter trajectories to train this mapping.

**Figure 1:** General framework of a Silent-Speech Interface. **Figure 2:** Example of an individually fitted pseudopalate of an EOS device.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Least-Squares</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>Ensemble</th>
<th>GP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject 01</strong></td>
<td>0.9794</td>
<td>0.8396</td>
<td>0.8226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject 02</strong></td>
<td>0.9378</td>
<td>0.8624</td>
<td>0.9378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject 03</strong></td>
<td>0.9313</td>
<td>0.8047</td>
<td>0.7276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject 04</strong></td>
<td>0.9078</td>
<td>0.6876</td>
<td>0.6783</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Averaged 5-fold cross-validated loss for all vocal tract model parameter predictions made with Least-Squares regression, Support Vector Machines (SVM), Ensemble models (random forests), and Gaussian Process (GP) regression.
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